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ABSTRACT 

In this article it is shown that it is possible to 

determine all positive semi-definite solutions ot the 

algebraic Riccati equation under weaker assumptions 

than the ones usually made in the literature. These 

solutions are of interest because they are the only 

possible candidates for representing optimal costs of 

non-negative definite linear-quadratic control 

problems. It will turn out that under only some 

stabilizability assumption all positive semi-definite 

solutions can be described in terms of the two 

extremal ones, the s~llest and largest positive 

semi-definite solutions. The possible presence of 

invariant zeros on the imaginary axis does not 

matter, and can be left out as an assumption in order 

to prove the result. 
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1. Introduction. 

It is generally known ([3] - [4]) that the optimal cost for 

any infinite horizon non-negative definite regular LQCP 

(linear-quadratic control problem) is characterized by a 

positive semi-definite solution of a certain matrix quadratic 

equation (the algebraic Riccati equation; abbreviated ARE). The 

notion of "regularity" stands for positive definiteness of the 

cost criterion w.r.t. the control, as usual ([4], [7], [12]). 

Indeed, the optimal cost for the LQCP without stability (the 

free end-point problem) is represented by K-, the smallest 

positive semi-definite solution of the ARE, and the optimal cost 

for the LQCP with stability (where the state trajectory is 

required to vanish as time goes to infinity) is characterized by 

K+, the largest positive semi-definite solution (e.g. [12]). The 

remaining non-negative definite solutions of the ARE are and 

have been a topic of interest and several researchers have 

established bijective relations between these matrices and 

certain invariant subspaces ([1] - [3]). These subspaces, then, 

are related to the restrictions that have been imposed in the 

various LQCP's on the state trajectory (as time goes to 

infinity) . 

In this paper we will not discuss the LQCP's with 

"intermediate" stability requirements (for these, see e.g. [14] 

and [17] ) • but we will, once more, study the set of positive 

semi-definite solutions of the ARE. In [1] [2] the 

above-mentioned bijective relations have been derived under two 

assumptions. Here, we will prove that one of them can be left 

out. In tact, the condition that can be left out is strongly 

tied up to the existence of inputs that achieve the optimal cost 

for a LQCP, whereas here we are interested in the mere existence 

of this optimal cost (read: the existence of a positive 
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semi-definite solution of the ARE). Our result resembles 

assertions of the same kind as in [4] - [5], but our K - and 

theirs are totally different (the K- in [4] - [5] is the overall 

smallest solution of the ARE). Moreover, we only require some 

stabilizability assumption to hold instead of the (stronger) 

controllability assumption in [4] - [5] (see also [6]). In [1] -

[2] the same stabilizability assumption is made, and we will 

demonstrate that this condition is sufficient for obtaining our 

results as well as the results known before on the positive 

semi-definite Riccati solutions. 

Furthermore, we will present several by-results of 

interest. Probably the most relevant of these statements is a 

surprising proof of a claim concerning a certain subspace of 

points believed to be in the kernel of K+ ([12, p. 334]). 

Section 2 sums up all notions that are needed here, Section 

3 provides our results and the last Section contemplates on a 

few related aspects. 
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2. Pr~liminaries. 

Any infinite horizon non-negative definite regular LQCP can 

be stated as follows ([7]). Consider the finite-dimensional 

linear time-invariant system x: . 
x = Ax + 8u , x(O) = Xo , 

y = ex + Du , 

and the quadratic cost functional 

J(X Ot u) = ~yly dt . 
o 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.2) 

The state vector x(t) is assumed to be in Rn, the input u(t) is 

in R
m and the output yet} in Rr for all t ~ O. The matrix D is 

left invertible and u e L~ 1 (R+), the space of m-vectors whose , oc 

components are locally square-integrable over R+ (in [7] it is 

noted that for studying LQCP's even the space of smooth functons 

over R+ is large enough). Now let ~ be a linear subspace, then 

we state the linear-quadratic control problem with stability 

modulo [ «LQCP)~) as follows: Find for all x o' 

J~(xo) := infIJ(x o, u) lu E L~,loc(IR+) such that 

(x/~) (00) = 01 (2.3) 

* * and compute, if it exists, an input u such that J(x o' u } = 
* J~(xo> (Le. u is optimal). Here, (x/~)(t) = P(x(t» where P 

denotes the canonical projection of R
n on R

n I ([13, Ch. 0]), 
'1 

and (xl g-> (00) := lim (xl g-) (t). 
t...,:lO 

In the sequel the geometric concept of weaklY unobservable 

subspace (also called output nulling subspace) is of importance 

([7, Def. 3.81, [12]' [13]). The weakly unobservable subspace,.. 

= ,..(1') is the space of all initial conditions for which there 
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exists an input u such that the resulting output y • y(x o1 u) • 

O. It is easy to show that for every Xo e • the "output nulling" 

control actually is smooth and can be described as the state 

feedback u = - (D'D) -lD'Cx. Therefore 

Lemma 2.1. 

• = < ker(C o) lAo> 

with Ao = A - B(D'D) -ID'e, eo = (I - D(D'D)-lD')C. 

Also, we will use the notion of the set of invariant zeros 
'/( 

oLE): One establishes easily that in our situation ([13]), 

* o (I) = o(A o loy} = o(A o 1< ker(C o) lAo », the set of weakly 

unobservable eigenvalues of Ao• 

The subject of investigation in this paper is the quadratic 

matrix equation 

C'C + A'K + KA - (K8 + C'D) (D'D}-1(8'K + D'e) = 0 (2.4a) 

or, equivalently, 

Co' C 0 + A 0 'K + KA 0 - K8 (D 'D) - 1 B 'K = 0 (2.4b) 

where K = K' is a real, symmetric matrix of dimension n. It has 

been shown in [3] that, preassuming that for all xo' JO(x o) ( ~ 

«2.3», it turns out that J9'(x o) = Xo 'K~o with K9' ~ 0 a 

solution of the ARE (2.4). In particular ([1] - [2], [8], [11] -

[12]), JlRn(x o} = xo'K-x o and JO(x o) = xo'K+x o with K-, K+ the 

smallest and largest positive semi-definite solution of (2.4), 

respectively, if (A, 8) is stabilizable (w.r.t. c· := Is E cl 
Re(s) < on. From now on, we will take this as a standing 

assumption. In the next Section the remaining positive 

semi-definite solutions are studied. 
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Remark 2.2. 

Observe that the solutions of the ARE actually 

solutions of the linear matrix inequality (K = K'> 

[

eiC + A'K + KA KB + CID] 
F (K) := ! 0 

B'K + Die D'D 

are those 

(2.5) 

for which the rank of the dissipation matrix ([8]) is minimal 

(i.e. equals normal rank T(s) = m, with T(s) = D + e(sI -

A}-'B}. This inequality is in [4] called the dissipation 

inequali ty and it can be proven ([15]) that also for singular 

LQep I s the real symmetric matrices that determine the optimal 

costs for these LQCP's should be searched among the rank 

minimizing solutions of the dissipation inequality, a conjecture 

as old as 1971 ([4], see also [8J). In [9] and [16J two methods 

are proposed for calculating these solutions. 
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3. The positive semi-definite solutions of the Algebraic 

Riccati Equation as combinations of the smallest and the 

largest positive semi-definite ones. 

In the present Section we will show that every positive 

semi-definite solution of the ARE (2.4) can be characterized 

uniquely in terms of K- and K+ (Sec. 2). The proof of our result 

will basicly follow the lines of the work done in [5], with here 

and there some adjustments. We will use the most pleasant form 

of the ARE, the one in (2.4b). One remark with respect to our 

notation: L -. 0 I + (A) stand for the (A-invariant) subspaces 

spanned by the (generalized) eigenvectors corresponding to 

eigenvalues of A in c-· Ot +, respectively, and, analogously, 
lit 

£+(0 (E» stands for the subspace spanned by the (generalized) 

eigenvectors in ( ker (C 0) lAo > corresponding to eigenvalues of 

Ao in c+ (Sec. 2). 

Before presenting our main result we will repeat a few 

known by-results ([5]) and prove several other ones. 

Lemma 3.1. 

Let KI , K2 be any two solutions of (2.4) and set H = Ka - KII 

Al = Ao - 8(D'D) -'B'K" A2 = Ao - 8(D'D) -l8·K 2 • Let x:= ker(M) 

and qo = dim(x); assume that H has q+ positive and q_ negative 

eigenvalues (thus qo + q+ + q_ = n). Now it holds that AI(X) eX 

and the restriction of A, w.r.t. N, A,IN, equals AaIN. Next, if 

o{AIIX) = IA 1, "2""'\ I and O(AtI~n,x) = IA + 1, •• 11 I, then qo qo n 

o(Aa) = IA1' "a, ••• A t - A + 1"'- It. J. Also q+ eigenvalues qo qo n 

of o{A 1 IlRn 'x) have positive and q_ eigenvalues of 0(A 2 1Rn 'x) 

have negative real parts. 
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Proof. See [5, Th. 2] and note that (A, 8) -controllabili ty is 

not necessary for the proof given there; stabilizabilitv is 

already sufficient. 

Corollary 3.2. 

Let Ao- = Ao - 8(D'D)-l8'K-, Ao+ = Ao - 8(D'D)-18'K+, .d = 
K+ - K- and .0 = ker(.d). If K is any real symmetric solution K 

of (2.4) such that K- ~ K ~ K+ and AOK = Ao - 8(D'D)-'8'K, then 

A 0 -Icy 0 = A oK Icy 0 = A ° + Icy 0 • 

It holds that o(A oK 1"0) c C': (the closed left half-plane) and 

n o(AoKIR /., ) nco = 0, where CO = Is E eIRe(s) = Ol. 
° 

Proof. See [5, Corollary (ii)]. Observe that we only know that 

o(AoKI"o) is in C': (and not necessarily in CO). 

Corollary 3.3. 

It holds that L+(A oK ) c ker(K) and that (o(A oK) ncO) c (o(A o-) 

n CO) (where AOK = Ao - 8(D'D) -18'K). 

Proof. Let AoKv, = AV 1, Re(A) ~ O. Pre- and postmultiplication 

of (2.4b) by VI' and v" respectively, yields that Cov, = 0, 

8'Kv , = 0, whence Aov, = AVp and thus CoAov, = O. We deduce 

that Vi E < ker(C o) lAo) = ker(K-) (e.g. [11, Remark 2]) and 

therefore Ao·V 1 = AV 1" We establish that A E o(Ao -). Now also, 

necessarily, Re(.~)vl·Kvi 0; 0 and hence, if Re(A) ) 0, v, • 

ker(K). Then, let AOKva = AVa + VII Va and VI independent (i.e. 
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V 2 is a generalized eigenvector corresponding to A). We find 

again that V2 'KV a = 0, i.e., that Vz E ker(K). Thus t+(A oK ) C 

ker(K). 

Lemma 3.4. 

Let K ~ 0 be as in Corollary 3.2. Then AoCkerCK» c ker(K) and 
n -- -- n 

o(AoKI~ 'ker(K» c c-, oCAolv/ker(K» c c+, o(AoKIR Iker(K» n 

CO • o(AoIV'ker(K» n CO : o(Ao-IRn'ker(K» nco. 

Proof. The fact that ker(K) is Ao-invariant is widely known and 

easily re-established. Then, let AoKV - AV E ker(K), v • ker(K). 

Pre- and postmultiplication of (2.4b) by V· and v, respectively, 

yields that 2(Re(A»v'Kv = - v'[Co'C o + KB(D'D)-lB'K]v ~ O. If 

Re(A) = 0, then CoY = 0 and B'Kv = 0, and thus Aov - AV E 

ker(K), CoAoV = 0 (ker(K) c ker(K-) c kerCC o»' We find that v E 

ker(K-). Next, if Aov - AV E ker(K) with v E kerCK-) and v'Kv ) 

0, then, analogously, we get that 2(Re(A»v'Kv • v'KB(D'D)-'B'Kv 

~ 0 and, if Re(A) = 0, then B'Kv = 0 and AoKV - AV E ker(K). 

Finally, let Ao-V = i~v + p (~ E R, Kp = 0, Kv ~ 0), then, from 

(2.4b) with K = K-, v E ker(K-) (note that K-p = 0) and thus Aov 

= i~v + p. The converse is trivial. 

Corollary 3.5. 

The subspaces Vo and £+(A o-' are independent and span the entire 

state space. Both are Ao --invariant and o(Ao -IVo) C C": I 

* o(Ao-I£+(A o-» c ct. Moreover, t+CA o-) = £+(0 CE» c kerCK-) = 

< ker (C 0) lAo)' t + (Ao -) is Ao-invariant. 
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Proof. From Lemma 3.1 we learn that o(Ao-IR
n
,. ) c c+ and that 

o 

~o is Ao--invariant; from Corollary 3.2 it follows that 

o(Ao-l~o) c c-=. Next, let Ao-v l = AV I with Re(A) ! O. Pre- and 

postmultiplying (2.4b) with K = K- by VI' and VI' respectively, 

yields Cov, = 0, BtK-v, = 0 and thus Aov, = AV I • But then also 

CoAovl = 0, and hence VI E < lter(C o) lAo> = ker(K-). If va is a 

generalized eigenvector corresponding to A (that is, Ao·v a = AVa 

+ V,, VI and va independent), then again va E < ker(C o) lAo) and 

therefore L+(Ao -) c L+(Ao 1< lter(C o) lAo » as well as LO(A o -) c 

LO(A o 1< ker(C o) lAo ». Now, trivially, L+(Aol< ker(C o) lAo » c 

t+(A o -), to(Aol< ker(C o} lAo » C LO(A o -} and hence, in 

particular, t+(A o-) = L+(Aol< ker(C o) lAo >). 

Corollary 3.6. 

It holds that LO(A o -) = LO(Aol< ker(C o) lAo » and L+(Ao -) • 

t+(Aol< ker(ColA o ». Thus, lter(K-) = < ker(C o) lAo) = 

C(Aol< ker(C o) lAo» tJ LO(A o-) tJ L+{Ao-)' 

Proof. The first two claims follow from the proof of the 

previous Corollary and then the third statement is immediate 

from the observation that ( ker(C o) lAo) = L-(Aol< ker(C o) lAo » 

tJ LO(Aol< ker(C o) lAo » tJ L+(Aol< ker(C o) lAo ». 

Lemma 3.7. 

For x o E L-(A oK) it holds that (K+ - K)x o = 0, if Xo E L+(A oK) 

then (K - K-)x o = 0 (K- S K S K+). 

Proof. See e.g. [4J. 
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Lemma 3.8. 

Let A Rn ~ Rn be a linear map and assume that ~, • ~a = Rn, ~l 

and 'Y 2 are A-invar~ant and a(A I~ ,) <: C I <: C, a(A l'r a_) _<: c a := 

C\C.. If 'Y is an A-invariant subspace such that a(A l'r) C Cl ' 

then 'Y <: ~ 1. 

Proof. Let 0 ~ x E 'Y. Decompose x = Xl + xa with Xl E 'VI and xa 

E 'Ya. Then Xl ~ 0 since ~2 n 'Y = O. Let pta) be the polynomial 

of least positive degree such that p(A)x 1 = O. Then p(s) only 
_ ... I0Il ." f"f 

has roots in Ct. But from p(A)x = p(A)x a , p(A)x E 'V, p(A)x a • - -
~a' we conclude that necessarily p(A)x = p(A)x a = 0 and hence, 

because 0(AI'V 2 ) C Ca ' we have xa = O. Thus X E'r 1 • 

Remark. Lemma 3.8 is a generalization of [5, Lemma 3]. 

Proposition 3.9. 

Proof. First, applying Lemma 3.8 ('V, = 'VOl 'V 2 = L+(Ao -), C 1 = 

c-, C a = c+ and Corollary 3.5 yields that LO(A o -) <: "0' From 

Corollary 3.6 we also deduce that L ° (A ° -) <: ker (K -). But then 

LO(A o -} <: "0 n ker(K-) = ker(K+). Next, L+(A o -) n ker(K+) = 

t+(Ao -) n "0 (Corr. 3.5) = O. 

Remark. 

Proposition 3.9 expresses that for every Xo E LO(A o -)' JO(x o) = 
o (Sec. 2). This is also stated on page 334 of [12]. An optimal 

control, however, does not exist unless Xo = o. 
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Corollary 3.10. 

Proof. We have ker(K+) = ker(K+) n ker(K-) = (Corr. 3.6) ker(K+) 

n ILO(A o -) III L+(A o-} III C(Aol< ker(C o) lAo >)) = (Corr 3.6, Prop. 

3.9) LO(A o-) ED C(Aol< ker(C o) lAo » + /ker(K+) n L+(Ao-)1 = 

LO(Aol< ker(C o ) lAo » ED C(Aol< ker(C o> lAo ». 

Proposition 3.11. 

Let K be any positive semi-definite solution of (2.4) (K- S K ~ 

K+). As earlier, set AOK = Ao - B(D'D) -'B'K. Then it holds that 

n 
a(AoKIR Iker(K» c c- and a(Aolv/ker(K» c ct. Thus, to(A oK ) + 

t.! (A oK) c ker (K) • 

Proof. First, it is easily found that a(Ao-IRn'LO(A
o

-)} n CO = 
0. Thus (Proposition 3.9) o(Ao-IRn'ker(K+}) n CO = 0 and hence, 

with Lemma 3.41 a(Ao 1'Y'ker(K+» n CO = 0. Therefore (ker(K+) c 

ker(K}} a(AoIV/ker(K» n CO = 0 and, again with Lemma 3.4 and 

Corr. 3.3, this yields our claims. 

Theorem 3.12. 

it 
Let 'Y 1 be an arbitrary subspace of L+(a (x}) and AO(V 1 ) c VI' If 

'\'Z is the subspace such that for all Xz e "a' ~a is orthogonal 

to ", (Le. "2 = A-'" /), then ", ED "2 = Rn. If P denotes the 

projection matrix onto 'Y 1 and along 'Y z, then 

(3.1) 

is a positive semi-definite solution of (2.4). Moreover, all 

positive semi-definite solutions are obtained in this way. Hence 

the correspondence between ", and K is one-to-one. 
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Proof. 

First part. We start with proving that VI n va = O. Let Xo e VI 

n va' then xo'~o = 0 and therefore (A ! 0) ~o = 0, i.e. Xo e 

* vo' But Vo n VI = 0 (V, C L+(a (z» and Corollary 3.5), hence Xo 

= O. Then we have 

hence 

dim(~n) = n - dim(ker(A» = n - dim(vo}, 

dim(v,l) = n - dim(v,), 

dim(ARn n Vl1) l 2n - dim(vo) - dim(v,) - n. 

Now it is easily found that (ARn n Val) = (AVa n v,l) (for, if x 
.L 

= Ap and v dr: v 1 'Ap = 0, then p e va) and that (AVa n V, ) 
V, E " 

= AVa' But then dim(ARn n Vll) = dim(4Va) = dim(va) - dim(va n 
ker(A» = dim(va) - dim(vo) ("fo C va) and therefore dim("f a) = 
dim("fo) + dim(ARn n "f,l) ~ n - dim(v 1). We conclude that VI + 

n n "fa = R • Thus VI ~ "fa = R • 

Next, it is easy to show that 

AAo- + (Ao+) 'A = 0 (3.2) 

and thus for Xl e "f1 , Xa E Va we establish that xa'(Ao+) 'AK, = 0 

(recall that v, is Ao--invariant) which means that va is 

Ao+-invariant. Hence the projection P satisfies 

PAo -P = Ao-P 

and (I - P}Ao+(I - P) = ho+(I - P), 

i.e. PAo+P = PAo+ 

Since AVa is orthogonal to "f 11 also 

P'A(I - P) = 0, 

i.e. P'A = P'AP and thus, by symmetry, 

P'A = AP 

Combining (3. 3a), (3. 3b .) yields 

(I - P)A o - = (I - P)Ao-(I - P) 

= (I - P) (Ao+ + B(D'D) -lB'A) (1 - P) 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3. 3b., 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

= Ao+(I - P) + (I - P)B(D'D) -IBtA(I - P) 
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and therefore, by (3.2), 

AU - P)A o- + (Ao -) 'AU - P) = A(I - P)B(D'D) -IB'AU - P). 

( 3.6) 

Hence if we define K by (3.1) then K = K- + A(I - P) and we 

establish that K is symmetric ({3.5» and positive semi-definite 

and (K - K-) satisfies (3.6). But then K satisfies (2.4). Note 

that K+ - K = AP. In addition, since K-~l = 0 (Corr. l.S), we 

have that K = K+(I - Pl. 

Moreover, for Xl E ~" Kx, = K-x l , and for xa E ~a' KXa = K+Xa. 

Hence 

and 

o(AOKI~l) C c+, 0(10KI~2) C C- , 

which shows that ~1 is uniquely determined by K. 

Second part. Let K be any positive semi-definite solution of 

(2.4). Then o(AoKI~o) C c~ and no other eigenvalue of 10K is on 

the imaginary axis (Corollary 3.2) and thus we establish that ~l 

:= £+(A oK) and ~a .- (£-(l oK) + ~o) are two independent 

subspaces that span Rn and are both 1 0K-invariant (observe that 

AOK(~o) c V o and that 1,°(A0K) c ker(K) (Prop. 3.11) c ker(K-) 

(hence Ao-(£O{A oK» = l oK (£O(l oK» c £O(l oK»). In addition 

(Lemma 3.7), Kx, = K-x I if Xl E ~1 and KXIt = K+xa if xa E ~a. 

Thus, if P is the projection onto ~1 and along ~a' then K = K-P 

+ K+(I - P). Moreover, AO-(~l) C v, as well as Ao+(Va) eVa 
* (Lemma 3.7). Now apply Lemma 3.8 with A = 1 0-, ~1 = 1,+(0 (E», 

Va = 'Yo (recall Corollary 3.5), C1 = c+, Ca = C-, V = VI in 
* order to conclude that ~1 C £+(0 (E» and thus AO(~l) c V1 0 But 

then K-v, = 0 and K = K+(l - Pl. Since K - K- = A(I - P), (3.5) 

follows and therefore (P projection) PIA(I - P) • 0, i.e. AVa is 

orthogonal to 'f ,. From the fact that ~ 1 til 'f.l = Rn it finally 

tollows (see the first part of the proof) that actually ~ a = 

A-1'Y,i. This completes the proof. 
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Theorem 3.12 describes our main result. It links every positive 

semi-definite solution of (2.4) bijectively to a certain 

subspace. As can be expected, it now holds that the set of all 

positive semi-definite solutions of (2.4) forms a complete 

lattice (compare [1] - [6]). This is shown in the next Theorem. 

Theorem 3.13. 

Let K, K be positive semi-definite solutions of (2.4) 

corresponding to the A o-invariant subspaces VI' VI (both in 
* ~ N 

t+(a (x»). Then K ~ K if and only if 'Y, c 'Y,. 

Proof. c Let v2 e v2' then for all VI e VI' V2'AV 1 = 0, hence 

also for all v l e v,, V2'AV 1 = 0 i.e. v2 e v2• Then 

Kx, = K-x l = Kx, on 'VI n 'VI = 'V, 

Kx ,2 = K·x 2 = Kx 2 on ,. 2 n ,. 2 = .,. a 

and we have that v, e 'V2 c X := ker(K - K). Now AoK(V.) c v. and 

for any v2 e V2' AoKV2 = AO,V 2 E v 2' hence AoK ("1 e V2) c "1 • 

'V 2 • Analogously, Ao,('" • "2) C v, e "2' It holds that 

O(AOKIRn'''l) = 0(A OK /"2) C c~ and 0(Ao,l~n/;2) = o(A o,'''') C c+, 

from which we establish that O(AOKIRn,X) C c~, O(Ao,/Rn'N) c ct. 

Applying Lemma 3.1, yields o(A oK IR
n, x) c c-, but then 

necessarily x = v, e v2• because o(AoiIN) = O(AoK/X}. Thus, also 

AoK(N) c x and (Lemma 3.1) K - K ~ O. 

~ Suppose that K ~ K. Then N := ker(K K) is AoK-invariant and 

hence has a unique decomposition x = x+ e X_, where N+, N_ are 

AoK-invariant and o(AoKlx+) c c+, o(AoKIN-) c C-. Observe that 

AoK(H.' eN •• Now apply Lemma 3.8 twice: First to show that N+ C 

'VI (with A = AoK , V"2 are the V"2 corresponding to K, c, = c+, 
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Ca = c-) and then to prove that also N+ C ~l (A = AoK , ~l'a = 
V l' a). We establish from o(A oK Iv,) c c+ that v 1 n JC = 0 and 

n that o(AoKIR /~ ) c C-. Thus, if ~l would be a real subspace of 
1 

H+ (that is, not H+ = v 1 ), then c+ ~ o(AoKIH+) = o(AoKIH+) c c+ 

U C-. Therefore N+ = ~l and hence ~l c ~l. 

Corollary 3.14. 

* There exists a bijection ,,: Lt(O (x» .... r :::: IK :: K' I K ~ 0, K 

* satisfies (2.4) I and ,,(0) = K+, ,,(t+(o (x») = K-. 

Combination of certain by-results and Theorem 3.12 yields our 

final statement, a generalization of Corr. 3.10. 

Corollary 3.15. 

Let K be as in Proposition 3.11. Then 

ker(K) = lO(Aolv) 19 C(Aolv) 19~1 

where ~l is (uniquely) determined by Theorem 3.12. 

Proof. First, we have (Corr. 3.10) LO(Aol~) 19 L-(Aol~) c ker(K+) 

c ker(K). Thus, ker(K) = ker(K) n ker(K-) = ker(K) n ILO(Aol~) 19 

C(A o Iv) 19 L+(Ao I~)} = LO(A o I~) 19 C(A o I~) + Iker(K) n L+(Ao I~) I 

and the lat ter subspace equals ~ 1 since ~, c L + (A 0 I~), ~ 1 C 

ker(K) and va n ker(K) = Va n ker(K+) (apply Prop. 3.9). 

Remark. 

Observe that the only assumption that we have used in this paper 

in order to obtain our results is: (A, B) is stabilizable. In 

(1] - (2] results of the same kind as Theorem 3.12 have been 

established under the same assumption and the (superfluous) 

addi tional assumption o(A 0 I ( ker (C 0) lAo » n CO = 0. 
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4. Discussion. 

From the foregoing it is clear that both the smallest and 

the largest positive semi-definite solutions of the ARE exist if 

(A, B) is stabilizable. To be more accurate, it is shown in [11] 

that K- exists if and only if (A:, B) is stabilizable, where Ao 

and B are the induced maps of Ao and B w.r.t. Rn/~ (indeed Ao(~) 

c ~!). This condition is easily seen to be equivalent to: ~ + 
C(A) + ( A lim(B) > = rR,n (see e.g. [9, Lemma 5.6] and [10], 

[13]). Thus, if (A, B) is stabilizable (i.e. £-(A) + ( Alim(B) > 
= IR

n), then K - exists, and also K + (e.g. [12]). The importance 

of the matrix K+ is, that the spectrum of Ao(K) := Ao -

B(D'D)-lB'K is contained in c~ if K = K+. In other words, for 

all Xo E £-(Ao(K+» there exists an optimal control for (LQCP)O' 

the problem with stability ([2] - [4], [12]). Now let us ask 

ourselves the question: When does there exist a solution K ~ 0 

of the ARE such that o(Ao(K» c C~? If (A, B) is stabilizable, 

such a K exists (K+). Conversely, is it necessary for such a K 

to exist that (A, B) is stabilizable? No. A simple 

counterexample: A = 0, C = 0, D = I, m·( n. The ARE is: 0 = -
KBB'K and K- = 0, o(Ao(K-» C C-. However, (A, B) is not 

stabilizable ([10]). Of course, it is trivial that necessary for 

the existence of a solution K ~ 0 of the ARE such that o(Ao(K» 

C C- is: 3F: o(A + BF) c c~ (or, equivalently, C (A) + £0 (A) + 

( Alim(B) > = rR,n) and 3K = K' ~ O. K satisfies the ARE 

(equivalently, the smallest positive semi-definite solution K

exists ( [11] ) ) . Now we will demonstrate that these two 

conditions are also sufficient for the existence of such a K. 

The proof runs as follows. Since ([11]) K- (the smallest 

positive semi-definite solution of (2.4)) exists, we have 0 = 
Co'C o + (Ao -) 'K- + K-A o - + K-B(D'D) -'B'K- and if K is any other 

positive semi-definite solution and ~ := K - K-, then it holds 

that 0 = (Ao -) '& + &Ao - - ~B (D 'D) -1B ,~. But also the 
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converse is true: If we have a positive semi-definite AK 

satisfying the latter equation, then K = K- + &. satisfies 

(2.4). Next, we decompose Rn = t+(Ao-) $ to(A o-) $ t-(A o-)' The 

matrices Ao- and B then look like 

[

AOll 0 0 j r:lj 
o A 0 22 0 and B 2 ' 

o 0 Ao " B, 
with 0(A 011 ) c e+, 0(A 022 ) c CO and o(A o,,) c e-. It holds that 

(A 0111 B1 ) is controllable ([10]). Hence there exists a (unique) 

positive definite solution AKll of the algebraic Riccati 

equation 0 = AOU 'AK 1 + AK1A011 - AK 1B,(D'D)-lB 1 '&'1 and Aoll -

Bl (D'D)-lB 1&'1l is asymptotically stable (see e.g. [12, p. 

334]). Thus 

[1" ~ ~l 
represents a positive semi-definite solution AK of 0 :: (A o-) 'AK 

+ AKAo- - AKB(D'D) -lB'AK and o(A o- - B(D'D)-lBtAK) c e-. 
Therefore we have proven the existence of a solution K :: K- + 

.dl() of (2.4) such that o(Ao(K» c C': (note that Ao(K) :: Ao - -

B(D'D)-lB'.dl(). However, note that K needs not to be the largest 

solution of (2.4)! For instance, in the above-mentioned example 

it is clear that K = 0 is such that o(Ao(K» c c':, but every K 

that satisfies KB :: 0 is also a solution of the ARE 0 :: - KBBtK. 

The explanation for this phenomenon is hidden in the fact that 

there are points x 0 E IR
n for which J

O 
(x o) does not exist 

(observe that "(A, B) stabilizable" is equivalent to "v n· X o E R • 

Hence we conclude that the two conditions fI:ilK = K' ~ 0: K 

satisfies the ARE (2.4)" and "3F: o(A + BF} c c':u are necessary 

and sufficient for the existence of a solution K of (2.4) such 

that o(A o (K» c C-. Let us give an interpretation of these 

conditions by means of a Kalman decomposition of (A ol B, Co). 
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We have 
All A12 Au A14 1 

o Au 0 A2 " o , [0 o C, C ,,] , 
o 0 Au A." B, 

o 0 0 A"" 0 

with the pairs <[\)1 !::], [::]), ([CI' C,,],[\)' !::]) 
controllable and observable, respectively (and note that 

< Aolim(B) > = < Alim(B) ». Since the first two subspaces that 

divide fin span ~ = < ker(C o) lAo ), it is readily found that K

exists if and only if o(A",,) c c· (kedK-) = ~). The second 

condition corresponds to the condition o(A u ) c c-=j since the 

eigenvalues of Au cannot be transformed to c·, we have to 

require that 0(A 22 ) c c-= for the possible existence of a K ~ 0 

such that o(Ao(K» c C-=. Hence we have established that our two 

conditions tI < A lim (B) > + C (A) + ,.. = fl.n" and "to (A) + C (A) + 

( Alim(B) > = R
n
" are equivalent to: "o(AIfl.nl (,.. + < Alim(B) ») 

c C" and "o(A I~I (~ n < A lim(B) » c c-=". 

It is stated in Remark 2.2 that also for sinaular LQCP's 

the real symmetric matrices that determine the optimal costs for 

these problems are rank minimizing solutions of the dissipation 

inequality «2.5». Indeed, the optimal cost for the problem 

with stability is represented by K+, the laraest of these 

solutions «(8]), and the cost for the free end-point problem is 

characterized by K-, the smallest positive semi-definite rank 

minimizing solution ([9]). In [16] we will specify in a 

one-to-one manner the relations between the remaining positive 

semi-definite rank minimizing solutions and certain subspaces. 

Since, in case of left invertibility of D, the rank minimizing 

solutions are the solutions of the ARE, we may consider the case 

ker(D) = 101 to be a special situation of the general case. Also 

for the lattice of the rank minimizing solutions such a 

generalization will be found: If in [16] ker(D) is assumed to be 

zero, then the results there transform into ours of Sec. 3. 
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